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A weekend of passion with the boss leads to a wake-up call&#151;a positive pregnancy

test!Â When it comes to her billionaire boss, Carol Lawrence has always been by the books. But

that doesn't mean she hasn't noticed Jake Waters's sex appeal. To say she's secretly bowled over

by his Native American good looks and savvy swagger is putting it mildly. So when he asks her to

be his plus one to a star-studded island party, she says yes. But soon the convenient arrangement

turns into a whirlwind affair with inconvenient consequences: she's pregnant. Will the wedding bells

toll for Carol&#151;with a man who runs from commitment at all costs?
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Holy crap I've never been so glad to close a book.While the storyline was ok and the whole premise

had such promise this was just one long drawn out teenage drama without the drama. So many

things to touch on I have to take a minute to collect myself.First, I have never talked out loud to

myself or a book as much as I did while reading this book.A list of things I have to spill so if you

don't want spoilers stop now....1. The conversations between the two MC reads like the author is

telling us about their perspective pasts and lives by making them have conversations even though



they both know all this information about each other but since we readers don't instead of some

backstory we have stilted disjointed and teenager type dialogue. *Eye rolls through out*.2. How is

this HQ desire? It reads like a sweet as sugar romance. Love scenes were weird. I felt like I was

watching a sex 101 guide during them.3. The only thing I got out of this book is a history lesson.

Because she gives us history lesson after history lesson... Oh and a guide to grieving 101.

Seriously.3. I kept waiting for some conflict or source of angst to pop up... And it looked like it was

coming close to the end, but no. No instead we get a side character relaying what they saw. The

Herione asks the Hero on the couch all nice a poper like and calm. Hero explains it all. Herione says

'I'm so sorry for people making jump assumptions.' Are you freaking kidding me?!!! She's pregnant!

Where are her irrational hormones?! Where's her backbone!! Ok so it wasn't what it seemed. Ok

fine. But you still went to lunch with you recent ex lover while your baby momma was at work at your

office not having lunch with her baby daddy who is trying to get her to marry him!
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